Round Roma – An Achievement with Every Image
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Deb Neill has been taking photos since she was
a teenager and was given her first SLR camera
for her sixteenth birthday. Deb said “There’s
something about light and shadows that has
always intrigued me and to be able to capture a
moment in time that will never come again has
always attracted me to the camera lens”.
Arriving in Roma has its surprises, the architecture,
the landscape and the people that live within the
region are a constant source of attraction for Deb and
she has found herself taking photos of things that
others would normally take for granted.
Deb said “I’ve been here one year already and feel I
haven’t even scratched the surface. I find beauty in
corrugated iron, wildflowers and the wrinkled toes
of newborn babies”. “I have a collection of pregnant
mums and newborns that I treasure, life as it begins
is truly wonderful and I feel so compelled to capture
them in a photo, it’s a timeslot that cannot be repeated”.
A preference to take photos manually rather
than automatically and that gives Deb a sense of
achievement with every image, black and white photos
have always been a favourite, there is something about
leaving out the colour and relying on the imagination
that motivates her.
Deb has taken a series of photographs in the area and
named them “Round Roma” and has now produced
them for sale onto blank cards. Each photo-card has

an original photo and comes with an envelope to match. You’d be surprise at
how many people still like to write to each other, whether they are travellers
or just want to give a little gift, Sometimes a card is all you need to do that.
You can see them for sale at The Big Rig, Golders of Roma and Lagoon
Creek Jewellery.
You can find Deb on e-mail: deb4photos@bigpond.com
Or calling her on: 0402 0482 75
More photos on page 19
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Saturday 14th April 2012
“Wareswest”
AUCTION:
10am Onsite
Warrego Hwy, Wallumbilla

VENDORS COMMITTED ELSEWHERE
· 168 acres of prime freehold land on Warrego Highway
· 20 Minutes to Roma
· Modern 4 Bedroom, 2 bathroom home
· House and all improvements well cared for
· Machinery shed 22x12x4.2m
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· Car shed & workshop 19x11m concrete floor
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· Cattle yards with vet crush and scales
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· 26,000L rain water & 26,000L town water
· Flood Free
· Flat country, gently draining to the NE

Contact Athol Cleland 0427 223 858

